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SUMMARY 
 
Seismic zoning consists of dividing a region into zones where both boundaries and design coefficients are 
optimum. Two methods are presented here in order to solve the problem. A first method based on 
combinations performs an exhaustive ordinate search among all possible configurations to find the 
optimum. The second method is based on a procedure analogous to that developed in the natural selection 
of the species. The paper ends with examples considering different types of structures built in a region. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Variation of design parameters over a region of known seismicity can be represented by lines with the 
same seismicity values called isoseismals. Ambiguity is introduced when using isoseismals on maps 
unless rules of interpolation are added. The alternative is zoning. When optimum boundaries coincide 
with jurisdictional limits, we refer to a restricted zoning; otherwise it is unrestricted. 
 
The most common criterion is to design structures for the most unfavorable value of the parameters 
applicable to each zone. This criterion is justified in zones of high seismicity. A more rational criterion is 
that which minimizes the total cost of the structures, including the initial cost as well as the cost due to the 
occurrence of earthquakes. We use this latter criterion in order to find the boundaries and coefficients of a 
region of known seismicity. 
 
The approach presented considers that the cost is defined by the seismic design coefficient and the 
exceedance rate of the intensity of the type of structure under study. It also takes deterministic structural 
properties, and introduces uncertainties in the attenuation law in order to compute the expected present 
value of the total cost. Optimum seismic zoning consist on determining seismic design coefficients and 
interzone boundaries. Two methods are proposed in order to find this kind of zoning. 
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A first method searches the optimum configuration both randomly and exhaustively, through all possible 
configurations derived from assigning cells to each one of the zones. Searching in this manner implies 
calculating costs of a great number of configurations, thus consuming a lot of computational time. To 
solve this problem, a criterion consisting of grouping cells with similar intensities is applied that improves 
the efficiency of the method. The second method is an algorithm employing optimization procedures 
analogous to the natural selection presented in the evolution of living creatures. This process begins with 
the deterministic or random creation of several configurations of the region under study. Accordingly, 
these configurations are subjected iteratively to processes such as evaluation of the cost, selection, 
crossover, and mutation. At the end of simulation, if the number of iterations is sufficient, the costs of 
those configurations examined converge to the optimum. 
 
 

OPTIMUM COEFFICIENTS AND BOUNDARIES 
 
The expected present value of the total cost of a structure per unit area w is obtained by summing up the 
expected present value of the initial cost per unit area u , and the expected present value of the losses due 
to earthquakes v . For the sake of simplicity hereinbelow, we refer to the expected present values of the 

costs just as costs. If W is the total cost of all structures in the region, then ∑
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minimizing the cost W. 
 
 

EXPECTED COSTS OF STRUCTURES 
 
Initial cost 
The initial cost of a structure is taken as a function of the seismic design coefficient c through the 
following equation: 
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where C stands for cost of the structure and 0c for lateral strength if the structure is not designed to resist 

earthquakes. 2α and 3α are constants. 

 
The expected present value of the initial cost per unit area is given by 
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here φ  represents the expected present value of the number of structures per unit area that will be built in 
the region under study. 



 
Losses due to earthquakes 
We compute this cost per unit area with the following expression as in García-Pérez et al [1].  
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z represents seismic design coefficient demands (spectral acceleration ordinates divided by gravity 
acceleration), mz is the maximum intensity reached in the region. γ  is a discount rate. zL  is the total 

damage comprised of structural damage and economic indirect damages, and it is taken as 
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intensity z given by zz d/d)( µκ −= , where the exceedance rate of z is expressed as 
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In this equation 0M and uM are the lower and upper limits of the magnitudes. R is the site to source 

distance. )(Mλ is the exceedance rate of magnitudes taken as in Cornell and Vanmarcke [2]: 
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where 1α and β  are constants. 
 
Calculation of conditional probability in Equation 5 is made by assigning a lognormal distribution with 

median equal to the attenuation law of the type MeaRz '2 β−= , where a and 'β  are variables depending 
on the fundamental period of vibration of the structure and at its location in the region. After substituting 
all variables the expected present value of the losses due to earthquakes is obtained 
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where ( )zln45 2/ σπαα = , βαα 14 = . σ stands for standard deviation. b is a constant greater than one, 

and X is computed as zMzaRX ln
2 /)'ln)(ln( σβ+−=  

 
 
The expected present value of the total cost w is given by summing equations 2 and 7. 



PROCEDURES FOR SEISMIC ZONING 
 
Method based on combinations  
In order to find the optimum zoning of a region, costs associated with all possible configurations are 
computed first, then the region or configuration with the smaller cost is chosen as the optimum. This 
method performs an ordinate search for all possible configurations, implying a great number of costs 
evaluations, even for regions comprised of a small number of cells. To reduce the number of possible 
configurations, cells with similar intensities are grouped such that each group counts as one cell in the 
combination process.   
 
All possible configurations used in the combinations method are obtained by the following algorithm. 

a) Assign cells constituting zone 1. 
b) Repeat the procedure until defining K-1 zones, in order to obtain the first configuration. 
c) Find different configurations by keeping the first two zones, and then compute all possible 

configurations for zone K-1. Cells ignored in the first K-1 zones are assigned to zone K. 
Costs associated with each one of the possible configurations obtained are computed and the 
configuration with the smaller value is chosen as the optimum. 
 
Method based on the mechanics of natural selection 
In the search for different optimization methods in the literature, genetic algorithms were found. Genetic 
algorithms are flexible due to the independence between the optimization process and the function to be 
optimized, thus allowing for the use of different functions for the expected present cost. Such functions 
vary depending on the variables considered in the computation of the costs (initial costs, maintenance 
costs, contents in buildings). In general, genetic algorithms optimize any type of functions with different 
efficiency levels. However, functions presenting discontinuities or several local optima delay obtaining the 
optimum. For these cases genetic algorithms decrease their efficiency, but they eventually reach the 
optimum with more iterations (Goldberg [3]).  
 
Genetic algorithms are processes using criteria analogous to those developed by nature for selecting the 
best adapted species during their evolution. The process begins by creating a deterministic or random 
population, constituted by a set of chromosomes containing information of the necessary parameters for 
the function to be optimized. Chromosomes are comprised of genes, and the possible values that each 
gene can attain are called alleles. In this paper zoning of a region of known seismicity is solved through a 
genetic algorithm taking the chromosome as the region zoned, therefore, genes comprising the region are 
represented by cells (counties or entities defined by streets or some jurisdictional limit). Alleles in zoning 
are represented by the number assigned to each of the cells, thus identifying the zones which they belong 
to.  
 
The main processes comprising genetic algorithms are evaluation of adaptation, selection, crossover, and 
mutation. In our case evaluation of adaptation is defined as the expected present value of the total cost 
associated with a region being divided. That is, the value generated by the objective function for a 
configuration is its corresponding adaptation. A costs evaluation for each region is needed in order to 
define the survival probabilities to the next generation. Theses probabilities are directly proportional to the 
difference between the population cost and the cost applicable to the configuration, thus the smaller the 
cost of the region the greater its survival probability. Selection of the best adapted region is done based on 
its survival probability. Accordingly, by using a crossover probability value fixed at the beginning of the 
process, cells are exchanged between pairs of the regions selected. The region to be zoned is considered 
circular (last cell is next to the first cell), therefore, all cells have the same probability of being 
interchanged. Finally, mutation consists of changing the value of an element forming part of a 
configuration. Election of the region and the applicable element to mutate depends on the mutation 



probability taken as the inverse of the number of cells comprising the population, thereby assuring that at 
least a region mutates each generation. On the other hand, crossover probability values, fixed at the 
beginning of the process, depend on the function to be optimized and they are justified just through 
experience. To find the appropriate values of probabilities mentioned above, different numerical examples 
were performed to see the impact of these probabilities on behavior and convergence during the 
simulation process.  
 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GENETIC ALGORITHM USED IN ZONING 
 
Convergence and behavior of the algorithm are described by the average cost (adaptation) and by the 
optimum cost obtained in each generation. On the other hand, efficiency of genetic algorithms is based on 
the construction of patterns of information in the region being zoned. These patterns are enriched by a 
great number of combinations among them during the simulation process, and those predominant patterns 
prevail as the simulation converges. Patterns of information are related to sets of n cells defined inside the 
regions and whose combinations come out with the optimum region. In zoning problems the lesser the 
number of cells comprising a pattern, and the closer they are, the more likely they will survive the genetic 
algorithm processes. As the simulation process converges, there are certain patterns that begin to prevail 
in most regions. Such patterns result from the combination of other patterns obtained in the simulation 
process, which means that the efficiency of the algorithm increases when the number of zones, which the 
region is divided into, uses an alphabet with the least number of characters. Therefore, the ideal alphabet 
to use in the algorithm is the binary alphabet. In the case of zoning, this implies transforming the regions 
from the binary system to a decimal system, thus the objective function obtains the number of zone 
assigned to each applicable cell.  
 

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION EVALUATION 
 
In a region of known seismicity, J represents the total number of cells, K the number of zones, and I the 
type of structures characterized by its fundamental period of vibration iT ; each zone is comprised of 
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losses for each structure is ),( zcw , where c is the seismic design coefficient of the structure. z is a 
measure of the intensity demanded to the structure, which is taken here as the maximum acceleration 
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a structure with coefficient ikc  and intensity demand ijz associated with a period iT and a cell j. 

),( yxijφ is the expected present value of the number of structures i per cell, erected in zone k, which 

depends on the geometrical coordinates x,y. The aforementioned values are considered constant over cell 
j. Once optimum coefficients are obtained, costs iW and W are computed and the zoning with the 

minimum cost is chosen. 



RESULTS 
 
Method based on combinations 
Two types of structures 
Figure 1 depicts a region of 1040 km2 formed by 16 counties. Geographic distribution of seismicity is 
represented by Z1 and Z2, and the number of structures per unit area for both types of structures is 
described byφ . The region is divided into three zones by applying the combinations method as shown in 
Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 1  Jurisdictional limits, seismicity and number of structures per km2. 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Figure 2  Zoning for two types of structures, combinations 
 
 
 



Method based on natural selection 
Two types of structures 
Intensity demands and number of structures for types 1 and 4 are used in order to apply the genetic 
algorithm and to divide a region into four zones as shown in Figure 3. 
 
Three types of structures 
In this case, data for type of structures 1, 2, and 7 are used in order to find the optimum zoning of the 
region shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Zoning for types 1 and 4, genetic algorithm 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
Figure 4 Zoning for types 1, 2 and 7, genetic algorithm 

 
 



CONCLUSIONS 
 
The expected present value of the total cost of a structure is used in order to find the optimum zoning of a 
region of known seismicity. Two methods were used. The first is based on the combinations of the 
different cells comprising the region. The second is based on the natural selection of the species. 
Examples using both methods and considering different types of structures built on the region under study 
are presented. As expected, the genetic algorithm shows more versatility and more efficiency in solving 
these kinds of problems. More sophisticated genetic algorithms should be used to increase the efficiency 
of finding the optimum, especially those whose parameters associated with the algorithm are modified 
based on the convergence reached.  
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